We investigate the relationship between an arbitrary d -dil!1ensional mesh of n processors. and one all of whose dimensions have equal length. We give optimal simulation algorithms between these two models.
Introduction
The d -dimensional mesh of processors is one of the most popular models of parallel computation, and researchers have designed an impressive number of algo-.
rithms for solving various problems on this model (e.g. [AK,AH. Kl,K2,NS1,NS2,TKj, see [U] for a more complete bibliography). Most of these algorithms were designed for a mesh all of whose d dim"nsions have equal length, Le. il d -dimensional cube (for convenieilce, we henceforth say that such a mesh is sqUlJre, even when d>2). Note that every Side of such a square mesh has length n 1/d • (The known algo~ithms for a square mesh typically run in o (nl/G') time.) A d-dimensional mesh which is not square is said to be rectangular. Rectangular meshes occur quite naturally in a number of settings: In reference [AH] we ended up working with rectangular meshes even though we started out initially with a square one (this happened because we could not fit our subproblems into subsquares of the original square, and we had to settle for "packing" them into rectangular submeshes of the original square mesh)-----Also note that a (4 k)-dimeusionaLsquare-m.esh-iS--ju-sr---a-spe>-------cial case of a d -dimensional rectanglular mesh, one where k of the dimensions have length 1 and the remaining d -k dimensions have equal length.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationship between a rectangular mesh and a square one. In the rest of this section we introduce some terminology, state our results and discuss their significance, and (at the end of tbe section) briefly review the definition of the d -dimensional mesh. We leave the simulation algorithms that prove our results for sections 2 and 3. Section 4 concludes. The simulation result of Theorem 1 is quite useful because it allows us to avoid designing algorithms for rectangular meshes and concentrate on designing algorithms for square meshes instead, a much more pleasant task (designing algorithms for rectangular meshes can be quite awkward, especially recursive algorithms where we want each of the "quadrants" to recursively solve a smaller subproblem). Probably the best way to design an 0 (max I,) time algorithm running on R is to actually first Finally, it is natural to consider the simulation of rectangular mesh R by square mesh S. The next theorem settles this issue.
Theorem 2 Mesh S can I-simulate mesh R.
(The proof of the above theorem is given in Section 3 of this paper.)
In other words, whatever the problem being solved, S is at least as good as R.
The optimality of Theorem 2 can best be seen by noting that there are problems whose time complexity is 9(n) on both mesh S and mesh R. One such problem is that of computing alEE(a2EB(··· EB(a ll »))...) where ®is not associative. This last exampie shows that it is impossible to guarantee that S will be faster than R for all problems, however it does not rule out that S will be faster for some problems.
To make the paper self-contained, we end this section by reviewing the Now J snake these columns one after the other in U, as depieted in Fig. 22b . Note that each such snaked column occupies a width "f Vii /1 2 (=lJ;Vn) along the I) direction of U (see the note following this proof). A data movement between adjacent processors in the same column of W can clearly be simulated in 0 (1) steps on U. It is trivial to design a data movement taking 0 (II/V;) on U and which simulates a data movement between adjacent processors on the same row of W. 0
Note. In the above proof. it may seem at first glance that we might run out of space in U before having imbedded all of W • because 11tvn is generally not an integer and therefore some colum~s of U are only partially used (see Fig. 22b ). This poses no problem since we can tben "bounce back" at the last column of U and start imbedding backward (Le. :dght to left) until we have imbedded all of W. This may result in some processors of U having to simulate two processors of W. but this is acceptable. Actually, Definition 1.1 implies that we can "stretch" the dimensions of a mesh by a constant factor without changing its computational power (in the 0 sense), Le.
2-D 11 X/ 2 mesh and a (el ])x/ 2 mesh can 1-simulate each other if e is a constant. In the rest of the paper we avoid elaborating on such fine details, and concentrate on conveying to the reader the main ideas.
The above lemma (22) was so easy because choosing 11 automatica:tly-lterermnninfie"s,--------- Heerner" slab in S (e.g. into the lowest·leftmost smaU square in Fig. 32b ). By the induction hypothesis, this can be done such that the base of the slab l·simul&tes the base of R. Next, with its own base imbedded in that of a slab, snake R back and forth through the slabs of S until it is completely imbedded in S. We do not eIaborate on this since it is an obvious generalization of the snaking done in Fig. 3 .tb.
However there is one point worth mentioning about the above imbedding process: It is crucial tbat the depth of a slab (=n In general, simulation results between various networks of processors are not only interesting but also quite useful. since they enab~e us to design algorithms on the network we feel more comfortable with (e.g. the square mesh) in spite of the fact that the actual machine on which these algorithms will run is different (e.g. a reetangular mesh).
